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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study was to investigate whether a significant
difference resulted in the spatial task performance of elementary school students
who received vocal music training, versus those students in an attention placebo
group who received dramatic arts training, and those in a control group who
received no performing arts training. Forty-five children in the third, fourth, or fifth
grades were pre-tested on a battery of subtests measuring spatial task
performance, and assigned to one of three fifteen-member groups. The battery
of subtests related to spatial reasoning included Object Assembly and Block
Design from the Wechsler Intelligence Scales for Children, Third Edition; Pattern
Completion and Spatial Visualization from the Matrix Analogies Test; and Visual
Closure from the Test of Visual-Perceptual Skills. The 29 girls and 16 boys were
assigned to either an after-school vocal music training class, a dramatic arts
class, or a waitlist. Each group met for eight weekly one-hour sessions, with a
final class performance. All students were post-tested on the measures of spatial
task performance. Comparison of means, analysis of variance, analysis of
covariance, and multiple analysis of variance showed that there was no
significant difference between groups on post-hoc spatial task performance.
Limitations of the study and other factors that might have influenced results
included the duration and intensity of the intervention, the age of the children,
and the use of vocal music exclusively in the music training component of
intervention.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Statement of the Problem
The general question to be explored in this study is whether music training
affects spatial reasoning abilities. In particular, does vocal music training
significantly increase spatial task performance of elementary school children ,
compared with students enrolled in a dramatic arts training attention-placebo
control group, and a no-training, no-treatment control group?

Background of the Problem
Recent research has suggested that areas of the brain that are active in
music learning are also active in performance of spatial reasoning tasks (Hassler,
Birbaumer, & Feil, 1985; Kennison & McFarland, 1989; McFarland, Hanna,
Kadish, Kennison, Bush, & Bowd, 1990; Saravi, 1993; ). Researchers have
explored the facilitating effect of music on spatial task performance (Rauscher,
Shaw, Levine, & Wright, 1993; Rauscher, Shaw, & Ky, 1993), and a growing
body of neurophysiological research provides insight into a possible explanation
for results, via models of the brain that connect the cognitive operations involved
in music and spatial tasks (Leng & Shaw, 1991; Mountcastle, 1978; Shaw,
Silverman, & Pearson, 1985; Petsche, Richter, Ettinger, & Filz, 1994).
Both music learning and spatial reasoning require an individual to form an
ideal mental representation of something which is eventually realized. In music,
the individual forms an image of a melodic line, and then uses the individual
notes to perform the gestalt. During a spatial task such as assembling a puzzle,
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the individual forms a mental image, and then orients physical objects to
reproduce that image.
While some of the recent studies have been correlative, for example, looking
at comorbidity of musical talent and visual-spatial abilities, the most recent
studies have been experimental, examining the effect of music training on spatial
task performance in preschoolers (Rauscher, Shaw, Levine, & Ky, 1994).
Rauscher et al. have suggested that the preschoolers' success on a spatial
reasoning task was directed by cortical pattern development facilitated by music
lessons.
The purpose of this study, which used a pre-test, post-test experimental
design, was to investigate the relationship between vocal music training and
spatial task performance in elementary school children. No comparable study
has been conducted using elementary school children as subjects, nor has a
study been done using vocal music exclusively as the element of music training.
This study was unique in that it used third, fourth, and fifth graders, and focused
on vocal music exclusively.

Practical Significance
This study and similar future work that supports the hypothesis that music
education may assist enhancement of children's intellectual development have
the potential to revitalize the role of musical training in public education. Music
education has long suffered the stigma of appearing less important than
"academic" topics such as the "three r's", and thus frequently has been relegated
to the status of an "extra" in elementary schools, to be offered when funding
permits, and labeled as an "elective" in the middle and high schools. If music
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education were seen as offering new intellectual benefits apart from music
training alone, there would be added justification for re-instating music programs
in the schools.
As a corollary, a finding that music and spatial abilities are related provides
another avenue for educators to approach development of children's spatial
abilities. Finding a relationship between these abilities could lead to new
interdisciplinary curriculum design and implementation, providing needed work
for educators and musicians, and potentially increasing instructors' enjoyment of
teaching and children's enjoyment of learning, by infusing music into the
curriculum.
Theoretical Significance
Evidence for the hypothesis that there is a positive relationship between
development of musical and spatial abilities would lend additional support to the
already well-publicized theory of brain hemispheric specialization (Saravi, 1993.)
Based on the notion that both musical and spatial abilities are right hemispheric
functions, it seems sensible to conclude that developing one right brain ability
might facilitate development in another right brain ability. This conclusion is
especially relevant when considered as evidence supporting the
neurophysiological model of cortical development, a model that proposes a
mechanism for how development of one ability facilitates development of another
ability.
The neurophysiological model of cortical development holds that musical
activities help systematize cortical firing patterns so they can be maintained for
other pattern development duties, like the right hemisphere function of spatial
task performance. Studies that support a causal relationship between musical
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training and spatial task performance thus provide real-world evidence for the
theoretical model that would predict such outcomes.

Definitions
Terms used in this study that require definition include spatial ability, spatial
tasks, music class, and drama class.
The term "spatial ability" appears to be used loosely in both research articles
and in the literature accompanying standardized tests that purport to measure
spatial ability. A number of terms were discovered to either include spatial ability
as a factor, or constitute a factor of spatial ability. Such terms include visualspatial ability, visual-perceptual ability, spatial perception, perceptual synthesis,
spatial reasoning, perceptual organization, and nonverbal reasoning.
For purposes of this study, spatial ability is defined as the ability to perform
tasks requiring the subject to perceive an existing physical image or mentally
conceive an image, and physically or mentally orient or arrange objects to
reproduce the initial image, while moving with facility between the gestalt image
and parts of the gestalt, and vice-versa. Spatial tasks are defined as those tasks
that measure spatial ability.
The treatment groups in this study are referred to throughout as the "music
class" and the "drama class." The music class consisted of eight classes that
involved a combination of vocal technique (breathing, posture, articulation, and
appropriate vocal warm-ups and exercises), musicianship and ear training
(interval training, sightsinging, rounds and part-singing, a cappella and
accompanied singing), lyric analysis (discussion of song lyrics), and repertoire
building (singing songs). Repertoire was in the range of the children
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participating, and included a variety of styles, with a focus on popular music, folk
songs, and musical theater/show tunes. A final performance involved an
additional hour of repertoire demonstration.
The drama class involved eight classes focused on a combination of vocal
technique (breathing, posture, articulation, and appropriate vocal warm-ups and
exercises), theater vocabulary building (terms such as upstage, downstage,
stage left, stage right, etc.), characterization (practice in creating and developing
a character), group improvisational exercises (working together spontaneously to
act out a situation given by the instructor), monologue study and scene work
(rehearsing and polishing a monologue or part of a scene selected by the
instructor). A final performance involved an additional hour of repertoire
demonstration.

Chapter 2
Review of Relevant Literature

Introduction
In a study that integrates findings from diverse research areas, the
organization of the literature review could take many forms. In this study, for
example, it would be possible to review research on the development of spatial
abilities in children, on the sequence of musical development in children, brain
theory (neurocortical studies and hemispheric specialization), the qualities of the
assessment instruments used to measure spatial ability, musical training or ability
and how these relate to aspects of intelligence, and, specifically, musical training
and its relation to spatial task performance.
Instead of surveying all of these areas, this literature review will focus on
presenting and critiquing in greater depth several recent, key studies examining
the relationship between musical ability, exposure, or training and spatial task
performance. This thesis research is modeled after one of those recent studies,
and uses that study as a point of departure, so the latter part of this chapter will
be devoted to considering that particular study, in detail. It was through such
detailed consideration that the research design for this thesis evolved, using
elements of the model study that seemed to work well, and rejecting other
elements. A review of the quality of the instruments used to measure spatial
ability is included in Chapter 3.
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Musical Training and Spatial Task Performance
Researchers have recently explored the facilitating effect of music on spatial
task performance (Hassler, 1992; Hassler, 1991; Hassler, Birbaumer, &
Feil, 1985; Kennison & McFarland, 1989; McFarland, Hanna, Kadish, Kennison,
Bush, & Bawd, 1990; Rauscher, Shaw, & Ky, 1993; Rauscher, Shaw, Levine, &
Wright, 1993; Stough, Kerkin, Bates, & Mangan, 1994). A growing body of
neurophysiological research provides insight into a possible explanation for
results, via models of the brain that connect the cognitive operations involved in
music and spatial tasks (Leng & Shaw, 1991; Mountcastle, 1978; Petsche,
Richter, Etlinger, & Filz, 1994: Shaw, Silverman, & Pearson, 1985).
Some of the recent studies have been correlative, as in those that have
examined the relationships among maturation rate, gender, and spatial and
music abilities (Hassler, 1991; Hassler, Birbaumer, & Feil, 1985), and studies that
have looked at connections between musical talent and extent of visual-spatial
abilities (Hassler, 1992; Hassler, Birbaumer, & Feil, 1987; Hassler & Feil, 1986).
Some of the studies have been experimental, examining the effects of
listening vs. not listening to music prior to or during performance of a spatial task
(Kennison & McFarland, 1989; McFarland, Hanna, Kadish, Kennison, Bush, &
Bawd, 1990; Rauscher, Shaw, & Ky, 1993; Stough, Kerkin, Bates, & Mangan,
1994).
One set of researchers has provided music training as an intervention over a
period of months, and examined the effect of this longer-term music training on
spatial task performance in preschoolers (Rauscher, Shaw, Levine, & Ky, 1994;
Rauscher, Shaw, Levine, & Wright, 1993). It is this latter, experimental approach
that this thesis study attempted to replicate, in part.
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Before reviewing the Rauscher, Shaw, Levine, and Ky 1994 study, three of
the correlative studies and five other, experimental studies are considered.

Correlative Studies
The three correlative studies reviewed below all involve the work of German
researcher Marianne Hassler, from the Department of Clinical and Physiological
Psychology, University of TObingen, in TObingen, Germany. All three of the
studies, which are related, appear to have had a solid design, an adequate
number of subjects, and to have used appropriate instruments to measure
abilities. The longitudinal structure of the latter two studies is a particularly
effective research design, as researchers followed prepubescent students from
the original study into adolescence, to measure changes in abilities that might
occur with maturation. Studies are listed chronologically.
Hassler et al.. 1985. In 1985, Hassler et al. examined the relationship
between musical talent, especially the ability to compose and improvise, and
visual-spatial ability (both visualization and orientation) in 60 males and 60
females, ages nine to fourteen. Three groups of 40 subjects each, balanced
between males and females, were compared, including one group with musical
talent and the ability to compose and/or improvise, one group with musical talent
without the ability to compose and/or improvise, and one group of non-musicians.
General musical ability was measured by using Wing's Standardized Tests of
Musical Intelligence (1968), and ability to compose and/or improvise were
measured by having a student perform an original composition and/or
improvisation, which was evaluated by four musical expert raters on five-point
Likert scales. Spatial ability was measured with Thurstone's Spatial Relations
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Test (1963), with the Hidden Pattern Test Kit (Ekstrom, French, Harman, &
Derman,1976), and with the Dichaptic Stimulation Test (Witelson, 1974).
Statistical treatment included use of the Pearson r correlation coefficient, t-tests,
and analysis of variance.
After the initial part of the study, researchers reported that one of the findings
(relevant to this thesis research) was that spatial visualization was significantly
related to musical talent in both boys and girls. In a follow-up one year later,
researchers found that creative musical ability was significantly related to spatial
orientation in both boys and girls, and to spatial visualization in boys.
Hassler. 1991. Hassler continued the study begun seven years earlier,
following the development of 54 girls and 51 boys from the original study. This
research was especially notable in that it used indices of salivary testosterone, as
well as whether a student had reached menarche or mutation (the time of voice
change) as measures of maturity, and as correlates with spatial and musical
abilities. Repeated measures analysis of variance and cross-sectional analysis
of covariates were used to measure effects.
Hassler found that early, mid, and late maturers differed on spatial orientation
and on tactile-visual discrimination, and that no differences between maturational
groups emerged on tests of musical intelligence. At some stages, gender
differences on spatial, verbal, and musical tests emerged, and disappeared at
others. Gender differences in performance levels were not associated with a
gender-specific relationship between maturation rate and performance levels.
Hassler. 1992. Hassler continued to investigate creative musical behavior,
musical intelligence, and spatial ability in relation to salivary testosterone.
Subjects in this study included 117 adults as part of a cross-sectional study, and
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the adolescents of the earlier longitudinal study. Analysis of variance, analysis of
covariates, and independent t-tests were used to determine significance of
results .
Hassler found that an optimal testosterone range may exist for the
expression of creative musical behavior (toward the bottom of normal male range
and at the top of normal female range), and that musicians were found to attain
significantly higher spatial test scores than non-musicians, both during
adolescent development and in adulthood.

Experimental studies
Of the six experimental studies reviewed in this section, the first five are
those with independent variables involving listening to music, and dependent
variables involving performance on a task of spatial abilities. Studies are listed
chronologically.
Kennison and McFarland. 1989. Kennison and McFarland investigated the
extent to which the presentation of music during performance of a tactual-spatial
task affected performance on the task, using an experimental, within-subjects
design. Twenty-four male college students performed a task with each hand,
under either a no-music condition, or while classical music was presented. The
music was presented either binaurally, or to the ear contralateral or ipsilateral to
the engaged hands. Results were subjected to analysis of variance.
The researchers found that under no circumstances did music interfere with
performance on the tactual-spatial task, leading to the apparent conclusion that
the processing of both the music and the tactual-spatial task by the same
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hemisphere did not create significant intrahemispheric competition, which the
researchers had speculated might occur.
Also, compared with performance on the tactual-spatial task in the no-music
condition, performance on the tactual-spatial task was enhanced when the
classical music was presented contralateral to the engaged hand. Kennison and
McFarland suggested that the reason for this last finding is that, in the no-music
condition, the hemisphere in direct control of the task-salient hand received some
kind of interfering transmissions from the non-task-salient hemisphere. By
contrast, when the music was presented to the ear contralateral to the hand
engaged in the task, music processing occupied the non-task-engaged
hemisphere, and decreased interference with the hemisphere that was directly
engaged in the tactual-spatial task. (It is assumed in Kennison and McFarland's
work that each hemisphere controls functions and perceptions on the opposite
side of the body. Thus, in the latter condition, when the music was presented to
the ear contralateral to the hand engaged in the task, a left-ear presentation
would, for example, be processed by the right hemisphere, with a right-handed
task being processed by the left hemisphere. It should be noted, however, that
not all hearing perception is processed contralaterally.)
These research findings do not seem to have direct relevance to long-term
effects of music training on spatial ability. However, they do acknowledge and
use as a basis for discussion the assertion that, binaural, nonlyrical musical
stimulation is processed most strongly in the right hemisphere, as long as the
listener has had limited training in music. They further clarify the assumption that
although various specific aspects of music may appear to have either no
asymmetry or a left-hemisphere advantage, the perception of music as a whole
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has been shown to have a right-hemisphere advantage. This supports the brain
theory underlying this thesis research, that suggests that the right hemisphere is
involved in both music perception and in spatial ability.
It is interesting that the study's authors, who are clearly familiar with theories
of hemispheric specialization, do not discuss the hemispheric significance of the
type of task (tactual-spatial) they chose to use as the dependent variable. The
study does not address the fact that some functions that might be involved in the
tactual-spatial task, such as spatial perception, memory for shapes, and
perception of wholes, are considered to be lateralized to the right hemisphere
(Saravi, 1993). In their analysis, it might have been useful to determine in what
ways or to what extent lateralization of function might have influenced
performance on the tactual-spatial tasks, or led to more or less intra- or
interhemispheric interference on various tasks, under the differing intervention
conditions.
McFarland . Hanna. Kadish. Kennison. Bush. et al.. 1990. McFarland et al.
designed this study to follow up on ideas examined in the 1989 study, to find out
how music affects initial learning of tactual-spatial tasks, and to determine the
extent to which music presented during initial learning of a task affects
subsequent response generalization.
Sixty-four men and 64 women, all right-handed college students, were
trained to run a finger maze with one hand while listening to classical music in
one or both ears, and then they were asked to relearn the maze with the other
hand. The subjects could not see the maze, and had to learn it by touch. There
were eight conditions for initial learning of the maze, varying the hands used, and
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the presentation of music to neither, one, or both ears. Results were subjected to
analyses of variance.
Among the findings on initial learning was the conclusion that music
presented ipsilateral to the hand carrying out the task interferes with learning the
task. This conclusion is consistent with the findings of the Kennison & McFarland
study of 1989, which suggested that intrahemispheric interference occurred. In
the 1990 study, the authors also found that this effect (the ipsilateral versus
contralateral difference) was more pronounced when the right hand was used on
a task, a finding that is different from the 1989 study, where the effect was
equally strong, no matter which hand was used.
They speculate that the finding that binaural conditions interfere with lefthand but not with right-hand performance may reflect that music heard with both
ears is processed more by the right hemisphere than by the left hemisphere.
McFarland et al. expressed a hope that future research may use positron
emission tomography (PET) or single positron emission computerized
tomography (SPECT) to more directly view cortical processes.
McFarland et al. also found that subjects could overcome the interference of
music presented ipsilaterally, and could learn the maze if they were given enough
trials. However, they found that response generalization was affected by initial
learning conditions, even for subjects who, after many trials, eventually learned
the maze. When subjects later attempted to generalize their learned response by
running the maze under altered conditions (with a different hand), if they had
listened to music during initial learning, they had a much harder time,
demonstrating impaired response generalization, compared with the subjects
initially trained under the contralateral condition.
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The researchers speculated that some property of the ipsilateral initial
learning condition (such as intrahemispheric interference) made the information
acquired during the initial learning period less available or less useful in the
generalization phase. McFarland et al. noted that the findings of the study may
be specific for paradigms in which the stimulus is music and the task is tactualspatial, and might not hold true for other types of tasks, like visual-verbal or
visual-spatial.
The reasoning presented by McFarland et al. concerning intrahemispheric
interference again lends support to the notion that the cortical processes involved
in processing music are similar to or the same as those involved in processing
spatial tasks (in this case, tactual-spatial tasks). By implication, then, improving
ability in either music or spatial task performance might lead to an improvement
in the other, a finding that has direct relevance for this thesis study.
Rauscher. Shaw. and Ky. 1993. In this experiment, 36 college students
participated in three sets of listening conditions, in different orders. The three
listening conditions involved ten minutes of either classical music, a relaxation
tape, or silence. Following each listening session, the students were given one
of three sets of standard IQ spatial reasoning tasks from the Stanford-Binet
Intelligence Scale (Thorndike, Hagen, & Sattler, 1986). These included the
Paper Folding and Cutting task, Matrices, and Pattern Analysis. Researchers
found that performance was improved for tasks immediately following the
classical music condition, leading them to conclude that the music condition
caused an enhancing effect on performance of spatial tasks. Analysis of
variance was used to consider results.
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The researchers chose to treat the three Stanford-Binet subtests as equal
measures of abstract reasoning ability, stating that the three tasks correlated at
the .01 level of significance for their sample. However, the study omits a specific
description of how these "equal measures" were administered, and whether they
were randomly assigned to students following each listening condition, or
whether one particular task followed a particular listening condition for all
students.
The assumption that these three measures are "equal," based on examining
a correlation of scores of the very group used in the study, does not seem to be
correct. A correlation of scores does not prove that all three tasks measure the
same thing, in contrast to what the authors state; it merely proves that the scores
correlated with each other. For example, the subtests may measure different
aspects of abstract reasoning or spatial ability, and a high correlation between
outcome scores does not prove a relationship.
It is not clear why the correlations provided during standardization of the
Stanford-Binet were not used. According to Sattler (1992), the Paper Folding
and Cutting correlates moderately with Pattern Analysis (r=.60), and Pattern
Analysis correlates moderately with Matrices (r=.55), but the correlation of
Matrices with Paper Folding and Cutting is not listed, suggesting that the
correlation may not be significant (pp. 268-270).
Also, the Stanford-Binet is not intended to be administered in a group, so
standardization practices were broken during use of these subtests in this study.
Also, subtests were used out of sequence.
Another questionable practice is the authors' use of the term "IQ" to describe
the qualities being assessed during their study. After calculating mean standard
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age scores for the listening conditions, the researchers reported that they
"translated" the scores to "spatial IQ scores" of 119 for the music listening
condition, 111 for the relaxation tape, and 110 for the silence group (Rauscher,
Shaw, & Ky, 1993, 611 ). They then stated, "Thus, the IQs of subjects
participating in the music condition were eight to nine points above their IQ
scores in the other two conditions" (Rauscher, Shaw, & Ky, 1993, 611 ).
This use of "IQ" is misleading, since the three tests used in this study
comprise the Abstract/Visual Reasoning area on the Stanford-Binet (for collegeage subjects), which is generally referred to as an "area score," rather than an
IQ, a term which is reserved for the Composite Score.
Subsequent research on factor scores shows a different structure than the
one presented in the Stanford-Binet manual, suggesting that a separate
Nonverbal Reasoning/Visualization factor exists (Sattler, 1992, p.255). For
college-age students, this factor includes scores on the subtests Pattern
Analysis, Matrices, Quantitative Reasoning, and Bead Memory, with Paper
Folding and Cutting an optional substitution (Sattler, 1992, p.259). These
authors' choice to use three of these subtests, pool their results, and call them
measures of spatial IQ, rather than using the subtests identified by previous
research as measures of Nonverbal ReasoningNisualization, is not explained in
the text, nor, apparently, supported by factor research.
The researchers provided a good self-critique of other aspects of their study
in their write-up, pointing out that the enhancing effect of the music condition did
not appear to last past the ten to fifteen minute period during which subjects were
engaged in each spatial task, although nowhere is it stated how they reached
that conclusion. They also suggested inclusion of a delay period as a variable as
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a way to measure the presence of decay of the effect. Other aspects of their
self-critique included noting that it would be useful to vary the listening time to
optimize the enhancing effect, to examine whether other measures of general
intelligence would also be facilitated, to try other composers and styles, and to
compare the performances of musicians versus non-musicians.
Stough. Kerkin. Bates. and Mangan. 1994. This study, done by New
Zealand researchers, used as a departure point the Rauscher et al. 1993 study,
reviewed above. Thirty subjects participated in three music conditions, including
a classical piano piece (the same Mozart piano sonata used in the Rauscher et
al. study), popular dance/disco music with repetitive rhythms, or silence. After
being exposed to one of these conditions, students were given a twelve-item set
of spatial tasks, from the 1986 Raven's Advanced Progressive Matrices.
Analysis of variance was used to examine results.
The authors reported that there was a non-significant statistical effect
between the classical music condition and the silence condition, which, they
calculated, would have required 360 subjects to have been in the study to have
demonstrated a significant difference between groups. Also, they noted that
there was a non-significant effect for type of music, concluding that there was
nothing special about classical music as opposed to popular music (with lyrics)
that might have affected results .
Stough et al. stated that, with the exception of the measure of spatial ability
used, their study replicates the Rauscher et al. 1993 study, with differing results.
They also noted that the Raven's tests are regarded as general tests of
;
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intelligence which require spatial aptitude, inductive reasoning, and perceptual
accuracy, and are therefore specifically well-suited to measuring changes in
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spatial task ability. Implicit in their statement is the idea that the use of subtests
from the Stanford-Binet may not have been an appropriate choice of instrument
in the Rauscher et al. 1993 study.
Rauscher et al.. 1994 (Study 1l. The Rauscher et al. 1993 study was used
as a departure point for the subsequent 1994 study. The researchers conducted
a study to examine the effects of repeated exposure (as distinct from the shortterm effects seen in the 1993 study) to classical music (Mozart piano sonata) on
spatial reasoning , and to determine if highly repetitive music (such as
minimalism or rhythmic dance music) would also enhance spatial task
performance. To find out whether the effects were specific to spatial reasoning,
or also included enhanced memory, the researchers tested the effects of
listening to classical music versus silence on a short-term memory task in some
of the subjects.
Seventy-nine college students participated for five consecutive days. To
divide the students into three groups with equivalent abilities on the experimental
tasks, the researchers administered 16 Paper Folding and Cutting items and 16
Memory items on the first day. Although at first glance it seemed that the
researchers used subtests from the Stanford-Binet, as they did in their 1993
study, the Paper Folding and Cutting items were not actual items from the
Stanford-Binet; the study reports that the items, designed to measure spatial
reasoning, were "derived from the Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scale and were
pre-tested to be equally difficult across the five days of participation" (Rauscher
et al., 1994, p.4)
It seems, then, that the researchers created their own test items, similar to
those on the Stanford-Binet. (The Stanford-Binet only has a total of 18 items of
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this type, and 16 new items for each group were needed daily in this study.)
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There is no further discussion of how these items were designed, who was
involved in the pre-testing of the items, and whether this pre-testing constituted a
standardization sample, to validate the use of the items.
The researchers chose to present the Paper Folding and Cutting tasks during
a group administration, on an overhead projector, and in a timed setting. The
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initial group administration was considered to be the first day of the five-day
intervention.
The three groups, now balanced by equal means and distributions, were
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subjected to four more days of intervention, involving exposure to a listening

I

condition, and performance on the spatial task. The three listening conditions

f

Paper Folding and Cutting items each day), the Mozart group (listening to

t

classical music for 10 minutes before attempting the items), and the Mixed group
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were the Silence group (sitting quietly for 10 minutes before attempting 16 new
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(hearing different types of music or stories on different days before attempting the
Paper Folding and Cutting items and/or some Memory items). Analysis of
variance and t-tests were used to consider the results.
Rauscher et al. concluded that, based on the difference between spatial task
performance on the first and second day of intervention when comparing the
Silence group and the Mozart group, that the students' spatial reasoning ability
improved after just one encounter with the Mozart sonata, consistent with the
1993 study. Raw scores of number of items correct were used to compare
performance of students in this study, presumably since the groups were
balanced by the pre-testing, whereas in 1993, when real items from the StanfordBinet were used, standard scores were used.
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The Mozart group continued to improve significantly through the third day of
intervention, although showed no significant increase above the Silence group
after that. Researchers suggested that the lack of improvement after the third
day was due to a ceiling effect of the items used to test spatial ability.
The Silence group did not improve much from the first to the second day of
intervention, but increased significantly between the second and third days,
which the researchers speculated was due to a learning curve. The Silence
group was thought to represent an unsullied example of the learning curve. They
suggested adding more difficult items in future similar studies to retard the
learning curve, and to reduce the possibility of a ceiling effect. While this might
work, the authors failed to make the distinction in their discussion between the
learning curve (which they seemed to see as specific to the items on the Paper
Folding and Cutting task) and a practice effect, which might be a more
generalized increase in understanding of how to perform these types of tasks,
that would be immune to increases in difficulty, given the types of reasoning
required on this task.
The authors of this study consistently use the term "ability" to describe the
area measured by spatial task performance. It would seem more appropriate to
use the term "performance" to describe results, since "ability" evokes a more
permanent, long-term characteristic than that which was measured in this study.
In a five-day study, it is not likely that a subject's "ability" was enhanced, although
it would be correct to say that performance improved on one task. By their own
admission, the authors of this study reported that, after their first study, the
enhancement in performance could only be said to last ten or fifteen minutes.
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The fact that only one task was used is another area of weakness in this
study. A battery of tests designed to measure spatial ability would have had the
possibility of providing a heartier, more statistically reliable measure of spatial
ability, since reliability increases, up to a point, as the number of test items
increases. The rationale for selecting this particular, single type of task to
measure spatial ability is not addressed in the study.
The differences in the findings of the two Rauscher et al. studies versus the
Stough et al. study described above are striking. Stough et al. attempted to
explain these differences in the effects of listening to music on spatial task
performance by recognizing them as artifacts of the tests that were used.
Rauscher et al. did not address the findings of the Stough et al. study, which
were available several months before presentation of their own results at the
American Psychological Association. An attempt to identify and speculate on
causes for the discrepant results would have strengthened their own case.
Rauscher et al.. 1994 (Study 2). In Rauscher et al.'s well-publicized
intervention with preschoolers in 1994, the authors were the first to provide
musical training to young children to test the hypothesis that music and spatial
task performance are causally related. The dependent variable was performance
on tasks measuring spatial ability, and the independent variable was music
training. The researchers' underlying assumption was that music training can be
used to develop neural firing patterns in the brain that are also associated with
ability to reason spatially.
Rauscher et al. predicted that after eight months of keyboard and singing
lessons, a group of preschool children's performances on spatial reasoning tasks
would improve. The children were aged 3 years, 0 months, to 4 years, 9 months,
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thought by the researchers to be at an age especially responsive to music
training, since the cortex is still maturing. A total of 33 children participated for
the entire eight months, 19 in the experimental group, and 14 in the control
group. The keyboard lessons included ten- to fifteen-minute weekly private
electronic keyboard lessons taught by professional piano instructors, and daily
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thirty-minute group singing sessions led by a professional vocal instructor.
The assessment battery included four tasks from the Wechsler Preschool
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Geometric Design, Block Design, and Animal Pegs), and the Absurdities task

l

from the Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scale (Thorndike, Hagen, and Jerome,
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1986). The authors reported that the Absurdities task (the only one of the five
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tasks that does not measure some aspect of spatial ability) was included to
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determine if the predicted increase in scores could be due to association with
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and Primary Scale of Intelligence-Revised (Wechsler, 1989) (Object Assembly,
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familiar objects.
Rauscher et al. found that the group of children receiving the music lessons
scored significantly higher on the Object Assembly task after the intervention
than did the no-music control group of children. Performance on the other four
tasks comprising their test battery did not differ between groups. Significance
was determined by performing a two (music vs. no-music group) by five (task)
multivariate analysis of variance. They then pooled the means of the tasks that
did not improve, and performed a two (music vs. no-music group) by two (Object
Assembly vs. other tasks) analysis of variance.
Rauscher et al. suggested that the unique qualities of the Object Assembly
task elucidates why scores improved after music lessons, while scores on the
other four tasks did not. Of the battery, they reported, the Object Assembly task
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was the only task that required the child to form a mental image in the absence of
a complete physical model, and then orient physical objects to reproduce that
image, similar to musical performance, where an ideal mental representation of
something is eventually realized. Rauscher et al. theorized that the children's
success on the Object Assembly task was directed by cortical pattern
development facilitated by music lessons.
One of the primary strengths of this study is its originality and the
researchers' unique attempt to identify a causal relationship between musical
training and spatial task ability. Another important strength is the length of the
study, which ran a full eight months, with a pre-test, mid-intervention test, and
post-test. The use of subtests from well-normed, standardized test instruments
was also a strength.
Weaknesses of the study were significant. These included incompletely
operationalized definitions, research design flaws, and failure to control for an
external variable.
Operational definitions of the music intervention were not detailed enough to
allow other researchers to evaluate or replicate the study. Some content was
specified, but description of pedagogical methods were lacking.
The content of the keyboard lessons were described in some detail, including
weekly, 10-to-15-minute, private electronic keyboard lessons taught by two
professional piano instructors. Exercises included finger coordination,
association of fingers with numbers, creativity exercises, association of numbers
with musical pitches, musical memory exercises, and the introduction of standard
musical notation using numbered finger symbols.
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However, the authors do not state whether more visually loaded methods
were emphasized in each lesson (for example, with more time spent on written
depictions of notes or pictures of the keyboard that would require a child to
visually transfer or mentally translate from the written depiction to a motor
response), or whether more auditorily loaded methods were more heavily
emphasized (exploratory playing by ear and ear training).
Also, the vocal training was not described in any detail, with the researchers
reporting only that the children took part in the singing activity as a group for 30
minutes daily, that each child was encouraged to lead the group at least once per
week, and that songs included popular children's tunes and folk melodies.
There was no discussion of vocal teaching methods, leaving the reader with
many questions. For example, were the songs taught by rote? Were the songs
sung first in their gestalt entirety by the vocal instructor (or on a tape or video?),
or were they presented line by line? Did the instructor use any visual methods,
such as showing pictures of characters in the songs, musical notation, or
placement of her hands to indicate relative position of pitch, to reinforce auditory
learning? Were the children motorically involved by clapping their hands,
stamping their feet, or moving their bodies? These details were omitted from the
published study.
When the authors were contacted by telephone and U.S. mail and presented
with these questions, they did not respond. The teaching methods used during
vocal instruction would seem to be of great importance, especially over a span of
eight months, and it is a weakness of the study that these details are not
available .
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Also of great importance was the fact that the research design for this
experimental study was weak, in that there was no attention placebo control
group. Therefore, it is not possible to conclude whether the music intervention
group's increase in scores compared with a no-music group was related to the
children's participation in a novel musical task every week, and to the extra
attention they received from different keyboard and vocal instructors, or whether
there was something about the music training itself that might have led to
changes, as hypothesized.
The researchers might argue that the presence of an attention effect should
have led to an overall increase in scores, and would not explain why only the
Object Assembly scores improved in the intervention group. However, to critique
this argument, it is important to remember that the WPPSI-R Object Assembly
task consists of six items only. Of the six items, the first two items do ll.Q1 require
the child to mentally construct an image of the whole, because they involve
placing puzzle pieces inside frames that provide an outline of the whole figure.
Therefore, it is the subsequent four items that, when measured, are relied on by
the study's authors to support their finding of a significant change in spatial ability
over eight months. Because there are so few items, the Object Assembly task
might be more sensitive to an attention effect or chance fluctuations in responses
than some of the other tasks.
It is the change in performance on those four items upon which the validity of
the Rauscher et al. study rests. Four items, when viewed this way, seem an
inadequate sample from which to base a conclusion that children have
significantly improved in the ability to form a mental image of a gestalt in the
absence of a physical model, and orient pieces correctly.
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Children can earn bonus points for speed and accuracy on four of the Object
Assembly items. It was not stated in the study whether researchers analyzed if
the type of improvement in performance was related to improvements in
accuracy (getting more pieces correctly oriented) or in speed (completing the
puzzle correctly .ao.Q rapidly), or if both types of improvements were noted. It
would seem that increases in speed might reflect a different kind of cognitive
change than increases in accuracy alone, and it would be important to address
this question.
The lack of significance in the change in scores on the performance of the
Block Design task should have been more carefully explained. The Block Design
task does not require a child to form a mental image in the absence of a
complete physical model, since models are provided. However, a child who
improves in ability to put together Object Assembly puzzles when no physical
model is provided, might also be expected to improve in ability to put together a
puzzle (or block design) when physical models Sill! provided. In addition, even
with a model in place in front of the child, as there is during the Block Design
task, there is some visual-perceptual transfer that must occur, as the child must
remember the picture of the model for a moment as she reaches for the
component blocks, and orients them.
Although Rauscher et al. do not state this, it is implicit in their conclusions
that keyboard and vocal music training lead to improvement in ability to orient
objects when no physical model is provided, but that such training does not lead
to an improvement in ability to orient objects when a physical model!§. provided.
While this is possible, it does not seem consonant with common sense and an
understanding of developmental progressions in young children. It would seem
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more likely that young children would be able to improve performance more
significantly on tasks within their developmental level, where concrete models
~

provided, rather than on tasks where models were not provided, given that

ability for cognitive abstraction follows, rather than precedes, mastery of
concretism.
The keyboard training provided for the children specifically included visual
components, where children were exposed to musical notation (a symbolic
system that offers physical models that must be reproduced motorically). Thus,
the children in the intervention group would seem to have had eight months of
practice in following models related to music production. It is thus even more
interesting that children's scores on the Block Design task did not significantly
improve following the music training.
Since details of the vocal music training component of the intervention are
not available, we can only speculate on how the music was taught. Since
preschool music is often taught by rote, it may be safe to assume that this was
the method employed. Rote training can take many forms, but, whatever form it
takes, it involves presenting an auditory model that the listener must reproduce.
Unless the children were involved in improvisation during the teaching stage of
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singing lessons, the children would be constantly working to copy a model. This
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practice would seem to be conceptually similar to the idea of motorically copying

I

from a model, although obviously the Block Design stimuli are presented visually,

I
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and songs are presented auditorily.
Once songs have been taught, it is possible that children may maintain an
"ideal representation of something which is eventually realized," as they hold on
to the idea of a whole song just before it is sung. Considered from this
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standpoint, the relationship between the Object Assembly task and vocal music
would be more explicitly established. However, as noted above, it is still puzzling
that performance on the Block Design task, where the "ideal representation" is
concretely presented as part of test administration, showed no significant
improvement. It would be useful to know, in the Rauscher et al. study, what
proportion of time during singing classes was spent in learning new music
(following a model, as is done in Block Design), and what proportion focused on
rehearsing and repeating already-learned repertoire (holding on to an ideal
representation of something which is eventually realized, as in four of the Object
Assembly subtests).
Perhaps the lack of content or meaning in the Block Design task is the factor
that most differentiates it from the Object Assembly task. Yet then one might
expect that on other tasks of the battery used by Rauscher et al. that are high in
content and interest, such as Animal Pegs, that there would also be a significant
improvement. It is possible that the spatial aspects of the Object Assembly tasks
plus the meaningful content, together, might account for the increase in scores.
Overall, the subtest battery selected for use in this study was limited. The
researchers implied that they were looking for spatial tasks that involved working
from details towards a gestalt whole. It was not clear from the published study
why there were not more tasks selected for the battery that specifically tested this
ability. Certainly, the Object Assembly task of the WPPSI-R is only one subtest
of many available from standardized tests that examine spatial ability. The
research design might have been stronger if it included assessment on several
tasks that involved the ability to form a mental image in the absence of a
complete physical model, and orient physical objects to reproduce that image.
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While it is true that some available tests of nonverbal ability might not have
"hands-on" tasks exactly like the Object Assembly task, there are a number of
tests that involve "mentally" orienting objects to reproduce an image.
Another weak aspect of the research design of this study was the number of
subjects. Although the statistical analysis is still valid with the number of subjects
used, there were a small number of participants, with 19 children in the
experimental group, and only 14 in the control group. The results would have
been stronger had there been more participants. Also, there is no mention in the
study of the number of boys and girls involved. Since some past studies of
spatial abilities have looked at differences between genders at all stages of
cognitive development, it would have been useful to know how many of each
gender participated in the study, and whether differences varied by gender.
Another point of concern is that the researchers chose to reproduce one of
the actual items from the WPSSI-R in their report. This is a questionable
practice, since public availability of these items places the standardization of the
test in jeopardy. It would have been preferable to have included a hypothetical
sample item, rather than an actual item from the WPPSI-R.
At least one important external variable was not well-controlled. In particular,
there was no attempt to compensate for whether a child had had previous or
concurrent music lessons outside of the preschool setting. It seems possible
that parents of a child who loved the preschool music lessons might have
enrolled the child in an additional outside music class, thereby intensifying the
effect of music training. It also seems possible that parents of a child who did not
get a music class might have enrolled their (no-music control group) child in an
outside music class to compensate for the perceived lack of daily music. While it
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is possible that the researchers specified the conditions of participation in the
study as excluding additional music lessons, this was not stated in the research.
To conclude the review of the Rauscher et al. 1994 study, given its
weaknesses, the extent of the popular press attention the work has received is
surprising. Two weeks after the presentation of the paper containing the findings
of the study at the American Psychological Association convention in 1994, the
weekly newsmagazine of science, Science News, chose to quote Frances
Rauscher as saying, "Music instruction can improve a child's spatial intelligence
for a long time, perhaps permanently" (p. 143). The fact that Ms. Rauscher may
have made such a sweeping statement is perplexing, in that she appeared to
generalize the findings of this study to all children for a "long time," omitting the
implications of the study's limitations, as reviewed here.
The fact that Science News chose to print a research summary and to quote
Ms. Rauscher demonstrates the popular appeal the news media must have
believed the story would have. Indeed, in a recent article in Newsweek,
Rauscher and colleagues' work was also reported, as part of an article on, "Your
Child's Brain" (Begley, 1996).
The appeal of the subject of the relation of music to brain function, in general,
is apparent in the many research studies that have been done recently, as well
as the popular articles that make the research results available to the general
public. Popular articles in the last year include such titles as, "Brain's left side
has perfect pitch," (Recer, 1995) published in the San Francisco Chronicle, and
"Where melody merges with moonlight" (Rothstein, 1995), published in the New
York Times. Also, the April1996 American Psychological Association's Monitor
featured three related articles by Beth Azar: "Musical studies provide clues to
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brain functions," "The brain knows the score, studies show," and, "Music is
instrument for research on cognition."
With all of this interest in the topic, psychologists would seem to have a
special responsibility to exercise care in their research practices and public
summaries, since the public is e7pecially vulnerable in situations where interest
runs high. Keeping the limitations of their own studies in mind and not
overgeneralizing results would seem to be critical.

Chapter 3
Design and Methodology

Specific Statement of the Problem
Does vocal music training significantly increase spatial task performance
of elementary school children, compared with students enrolled in dramatic arts
training, and compared with students who received no training?

Hypothesis
Elementary school students who receive vocal music training will perform
significantly better on spatial tasks than students in the attention placebo group
who receive dramatic arts training, and those in the control group who receive no
performing arts training. (Note: This directional hypothesis was rejected if the .05
significance level was exceeded during statistical testing.)

Subjects and Setting
Forty-five subjects from an elementary school in Alameda Unified School
District in Alameda, California participated fully in the study. The 29 girls and 16
boys ranged in age from eight years to eleven years at the time the study began,
with an average age of about 10.2 years old. All students were in third, fourth, or
fifth grade. More than half were native English speakers, with other primary
languages including Vietnamese, Korean, Mandarin, Tagalog, Dari, or Spanish.
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General Methodology
Information concerning the research study and associated free performing
arts classes was sent home with 320 third, fourth, and fifth grade students. A
copy of the letter of information may be found in Appendix B. Seventy-five
students returned signed parent permission forms, and these seventy-five
subjects were randomly assigned into three 25-member groups. Please see
Figure 1 for schematic representation of study design.
The three groups varied in format; one was to receive vocal music training,
another was to receive dramatic arts training, and the third was a control group,
waitlisted to receive music or dramatic arts training later. Each group met for
eight weekly one hour sessions, with a final class to perform music and drama for
parents and teachers. A copy of the final program for each class may be found in
Appendix B.
Because attendance varied, after the eight-week classes ended, any
student who had missed more than two classes was dropped from the study.
This left fifteen students in one of the treatment groups, so "excess" students
from the other treatment group and from the no-treatment group were randomly
dropped from the study, to balance group sizes for ease of statistical comparison.
The subject pool thus consisted of 15 students in each of the three groups.
The subjects were assessed prior to, and at the end of their participation in
the study. The assessment instrument was a battery of five subtests related to
spatial reasoning: Object Assembly and Block Design from the Wechsler
Intelligence Scales for Children, Third Edition (WISC-111), Pattern Completion and
Spatial Visualization from the Matrix Analogies Test (MAT), and Visual Closure
from the Test of Visual Perceptual Skills (TVPS). The experimenter reviewed a
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Figure 1
Schematic Representation of Study Design
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R = Random Assignment to Group:
Shuffled Permission Slips

Y =Dependent Variable: Spatial Task Performance
As Measured On Five Subtests

X= Independent Variable: Music Class (X1) ,
Drama Class (X2), or Waitlist
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letter of assent with each subject and administered the MAT and TVPS subtests
to each subject; the experimenter and other qualified school psychology interns
administered the WISC-111 subtests. The following week, the after-school vocal
music and drama classes began.

Treatments
Vocal Music Class
Each vocal music class involved a combination of group vocal technique
(breathing, posture, articulation, and appropriate vocal warm-ups and exercises),
musicianship and ear training (interval training, sightsinging, rounds and partsinging, a cappella and accompanied singing), lyric analysis (discussion of song
lyrics), and group repertoire building (singing songs). Repertoire was in the
range of the children participating, and included a variety of styles, with a focus
on folk songs, popular music, and musical theater/show tunes. A week by week
list of activities for each class may be found in Appendix C, and a copy of the
handouts used by children in the class may be found in Appendix D. The class
culminated in a final performance with an invited audience.

Dramatic Arts Class
Each dramatic arts class involved a combination of vocal technique
(breathing, posture, articulation, and appropriate vocal warm-ups and exercises),
theater vocabulary building (terms such as upstage, downstage, stage left, stage
right, etc.), characterization (practice in creating and developing a character),
group improvisational exercises (working together spontaneously to act out a
situation given by the instructor), monologue study and scene work (rehearsing
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and polishing a monologue or part of a scene selected by the instructor). The
dramatic arts class was designed to control for the effect that personal attention
can have on a subject's ability to perform spatial tasks. A week by week list of
activities for each class may be found in Appendix C, and a copy of the handouts
used by children in the class may be found in Appendix E. The class culminated
in a final performance with an invited audience.

Control group
Subjects in the control group were pre-tested and placed on a waiting list.
At the end of the intervention period, subjects were given the post-test, and
offered a combined vocal music and drama class. The waitlisted control group
was designed to provide a no-treatment comparison group for the vocal music
training group.

Instruments
Portions of the following instruments were used in this study: The
Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children, Third Edition (WISC-111) (Wechsler,
1989), the Matrix Analogies Test (MAT) (Naglieri, 1985), and the Test of Visual

Perceptual Skills (TVPS) (Gardner, 1982). The subtests were selected because
they measure some aspect of spatial perception and spatial reasoning.
Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children. Third

Ed~ion

The Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children (WISC) was developed by
David Wechsler (1949) as an individually administered clinical instrument for
assessing the intellectual ability of children. Since then it has seen two major
revisions, the revised WISC (WISC-R), and the third edition (WISC-111). The
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WISC-111 consists of ten regular subtests and three supplementary subtests
measuring across a range of differing abilities.
Of the ten regular subtests, two subtests (Object Assembly, Block Design)
from the perceptual motor portion of the WISC-111 were selected for use in the
research subtest battery. Both subtests are timed, and, according to Sattler
(1992), both load on nonverbal reasoning, perceptual organization, perceptual
synthesis, spatial perception, and visual motor abilities. Block Design also loads
on perceptual reproduction and perception of abstract stimuli (Sattler, 1992)
On the Object Assembly subtest, all six puzzles are administered to all
subjects. On the Block Design subtest, eight to eleven-year-aids are given a
chance to create ten designs from the blocks they are given, but, after two
consecutive failures, the subtest is discontinued.
The Object Assembly subtest consists of a set of puzzles depicting
common objects, each presented by the examiner in a standardized
configuration, which the subject assembles to form a meaningful whole. The
Object Assembly task require the subject to form a mental image, and then orient
physical objects to reproduce that image. The subject has to transform mental
images in the absence of complete physical models to guide her/him.
The Block Design subtest for the age-group used in this study consists of
printed two-dimensional geometric patterns that the subject replicates using twocolor cubes. Unlike the Object Assembly task, the Block Design subtest provides
a physical model (a picture) for the subject to use, to guide her/his placement of
the blocks, thus testing perceptual reproduction. The Block Design task requires
the subject to work with abstract designs, while the Object Assembly task
involVes familiar objects.
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WISC-111 subtests yield a raw score which is then converted to a subtest
standard score of from 1 to 19, with a mean of 10, and standard deviation of 3.
According to the test manual (Wechsler, 1989}, reliability (estimated by the splithalf method) for the Object Assembly subtest ranges from .65 to .75 for subjects
age eight through eleven, and from .83 to .89 for Block Design.
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In addition, test-retest stability was assessed by the test authors for certain
age groups in the standardization sample, with re-test intervals ranging from 12
to 63 days, with a median retest interval of 23 days. Since the duration of this
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study is eight weeks (approximately 56 days), the practice effect was of concern ,
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so test-retest reliability was an important measure to consider. For subjects aged
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ten and eleven in the standardization sample, the corrected reliability for the
Object Assembly subtest was .71, and for Block Design, .75. Subtest score
mean gains for the standardization group were 1.5 points for Object Assembly,
and 1.2 points for Block Design.
The standard error of measurement (SEM), another index of reliability,
provides an estimate of the amount of error in an individual's observed test score.
The SEM is inversely related to the reliability coefficient, so more reliable
subtests have a lower SEM, and one may have more confidence in the accuracy
or precision of the observed test score. The SEM for the Object Assembly
subtest for subjects ages eight through eleven ranges from 1.50 to 1.77. The
SEM for the Block Design subtest for ages eight through eleven ranges from .99
to 1.24.
Because the WISC-111 is a relatively new test (1989), evidence of its
validity has not yet accumulated to the extent that it had for its predecessor, the
WISC-R. The WISC-R is one of the most widely researched psychological tests,
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and one of the most extensively cited tests in the professional literature.
According to the WISC-111 test manual, because of the substantial correlations
between subtest and summative scores on the WISC-R and WISC-111, and
because of some item overlap between the two tests, the authors believe there is
strong evidence for the validity of the WISC-111. The WISC-111 manual cites
evidence for the internal validity of the WISC-111, including intercorrelation studies,
and exploratory and confirmatory factor analyses.
Matrix Analogies Test (MAT)
The MAT (expanded form) was developed by Jack A. Naglieri in 1985 and
is an individually administered nonverbal measure of intellectual ability for
children. The items present a visual stimulus with a missing element or
sequence, and the subject is required to select the option that best completes the
stimulus, either by pointing or by saying aloud the number of the correct
response. Variables include size, shape, color, and direction.
The subject has a maximum of 12 minutes for completion of a 16-item
subtest (called "Item Group" by the author), and testing is discontinued within an
Item Group when four consecutive items are failed. Each Item Group yields a
raw score which is then converted to a subtest standard score of from 1 to 19,
with a mean of 10, and standard deviation of 3.
Of the four Item Groups, two were selected for use in this study. Pattern
Completion requires the subject to accurately complete a pattern, by pointing to
the selection that best fits in an area with a missing piece. The subject must form
a mental image of the completed pattern and select the correct piece required to
reproduce that image. Spatial Visualization requires the subject to imagine how
a figure would look when two or more components are combined. The subject
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must form a mental image of the missing piece by performing an additive mental
transformation, and then must select the correct piece required to reproduce that
image.
According to the test manual (1985), reliability was evaluated by
computing internal consistency and test-retest reliability coefficients. Internal
consistency coefficients were calculated using Cronbach's alpha. For the Pattern
Completion Item Group, the internal consistency coefficient ranges from .69 to
.85 for subjects age eight through eleven, and from .86 to .90 for Spatial
Visualization.
The test-retest reliability coefficient for the Pattern Completion Item Group
for 65 fifth grade students who were used during the test-retest research was
.40, and, for Spatial Visualization, was .67.
The SEM for the Pattern Completion Item Group for subjects ages eight
through eleven ranges from 1.2 to 1.7. The SEM for the Spatial Visualization
Item Group for ages eight through eleven ranges from .9 to 1.1.
The validity of the MAT is supported by examining score progression,
which corresponds to age, through median correlations with other measures of
ability such as the WISC-R and Stanford Achievement Test, by noting that
gender and racial differences are minimal for groups matched on testing site,
age, and father's SES, and on analysis of item clusters as unified measures of
nonverbal ability.
The MAT manual concludes that the findings of the validity research
performed on the test support the conclusions that the MAT has good internal
consistency and good stability over a four-week test-retest interval.
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Test of Visual Perceptual Skills (TVPS) (non-motor)
The TVPS was developed by Morrison F. Gardner (1982), and is an
individually administered clinical instrument designed to determine a child's
visual-perceptual strengths and weaknesses based on non-motor visualperceptual testing. Seven untimed subtests are administered, yielding a raw
score which is then converted to a subtest standard score of from 1 to 19, with a
mean of 10, and standard deviation of 3.
Of the seven subtests in the TVPS, one was selected as part of the
subtest battery used in this study. The Visual Closure subtest requires the
subject to view a figure on a test plate, and to select among four similar partial
figures the one that, if completed, would resemble the stimulus figure. Testing is
discontinued when the subject fails three out of four consecutive items.
The test manual does not explicitly describe how the Visual Closure task
differs from, or is similar to other subtests of the TVPS. However, the task seems
to be the only TVPS subtest that requires the subject to mentally move between
a gestalt (the stimulus figure) and a part of that gestalt, carrying the image of the
gestalt in mind for a short moment and a short distance, while scanning four
incomplete figures. The idea of measuring subject facility with part-whole
relationships is similar to the cognitive requirements of the WISC-111 Object
Assembly and Block Design tasks, and the MAT Pattern Completion and Spatial
Visualization tasks.
· The test manual reports that the reliability of the TVPA was established by
examining the internal consistency of the subtests and the test as a whole.
Reliability for subtests was calculated with Cronbach's coefficient alpha. The
alpha coefficient for the Visual Closure subtest for ages eight through eleven
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ranges from .79 to .85. The manual does not include test-retest reliability
research data for the TVPS. The SEM for the Visual Closure subtest for ages
eight through eleven ranges from 1.20 to 1.37.
The TVPS test manual offers five types of validity evidence. Content
validity was reported to have been built into the TVPS through its design
specifications, and item validity was established during development of the
TVPS. Diagnostic validity was measured through subtest intercorrelations.
Criterion-related validity was examined by determining its relationship to
chronological age, and to other tests that tap visual-perceptual skills, including
subtests of the WPPSI and WISC-R, the Bender Visual-Motor Gestalt, and the
Developmental Test of Visual-Motor Integration. Predictive validity was also
assessed, by comparing TVPS performance with the Heading and Spelling
subtests of the WRAT. Overall, the test manual reports that the validity data lend
support to the validity of the TVPS as an instrument for evaluation of visualperceptual skills.
Data Analysis
Descriptive statistics, including comparison of means, were used in
considering the data initially. For detailed analysis, the F-test, ANCOVA, and
MANOVA were used to test for statistical significance of the hypothesis
(Hedderson, 1991 ). The SPSS PC+ computer program was used to run the
analyses (Hedderson, 1991 ). Analyses are described in detail in the next
chapter.
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employed in their analysis. The hypothesis was tested as a directional
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hypothesis (one-tailed), and was to be rejected if the results were beyond the .05
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level of significance. Raw data are presented in Appendix G.
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This chapter presents the data gathered in this study, and the methods

Hypothesis
Elementary school students who receive vocal music training will perform
significantly better on spatial tasks than students in the attention placebo group
who receive dramatic arts training, and those in the control group who receive no
performing arts training.

Findings and Interpretations
Figure 2 provides a detailed schematic representation of the research
design, to facilitate discussion of data analysis. The last two rows of Figure 2
show that pre- and post-test group means (expressed in standard scores) have
been compared as an initial, descriptive approach to data analysis. The bottom
row lists the mean change for each of the three groups, pre-test to post-test.
As Table 1 shows, post-test means of all three groups increased relative
to pre-test means, with the greatest increase seen in the group that received the
drama intervention. Deviations from the population post-test grand mean also
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Thesis Research Design Flow Chart
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Table 1
Mean Scores on Spatial Tasks and Deviations From The Means

Group

Pre-test
Mean

Post-test
Mean

Pre-to
Post-test
Change

Unadjusted
Deviation
From
Population
Post-test Mean

Deviation
Adjusted for
Independent
Variables and
Covariates

Music

55.00

58.20

+3.20

+2.33

-0.44

Drama

51.20

56.27

+5.07

+0.40

+1.45

Waitlist

51.53

53.13

+1.60

-2.73

-1.01

Population

52.58

55.87

+3.29

(Grand Means)

Note: Independent variables = Music group intervention, Drama group intervention. Covariates include pre-test totals, amount of previous
music and drama lessons, and current music or drama lessons outside of intervention program.

~

Ul
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show that the group that received the drama intervention has the greatest
deviation, even when adjusted for independent variables and covariates.
Examining the means provides interesting descriptive information, but
these simple mean differences do not include calculation of the statistical
significance of the differences, or the strength of the association for more than
one variable at a time. Also, mean calculations do not incorporate assessment of
the strength of the interactions among variables. To find out if the changes in
means were significant and to control for other variables, analysis of covariance
(ANCOV A) and multiple analysis of variance (MANOVA) were run on the data.
In the ANCOV A, post-test means were compared by group and by gender,
with covariates including the pre-test means, the number of months of previous
music lessons students had, the number of months of previous drama lessons
students had, and whether or not students were currently taking an outside music
or drama class. The ANCOVA served the purpose of removing the influence of
the covariates from consideration. The analysis is thus adjusted for differences
in groups on the pre-tests, as well as previous experience with music or drama,
or concurrent outside training. The results of this analysis are presented in Table

2.
The significant F-ratio in Table 2 indicates that there is a significant
difference between pre-test totals on the tasks of spatial performance, and the
post-test totals, by group. This finding is not surprising, since we would expect to
see a significant difference in all of the groups' scores after two months, simply
due to maturation in the subjects, and, partly, as a result of a practice effect.
Of greater importance is whether the intervention group that a subject is in
is significantly related to post-test scores. As listed under main effects,

Table 2
Analvsis of Covariance:

S~atial

Task Performance Post-test Mean Totals

b~

Treatment

Grou~

Source of Variation

Sum of
Squares

OF

Mean
Square

F

Significance of F

Covarlates

3,391 .225

5

678.245

17.606

.000

Pre-Test Mean Total

3,323.778

1

3,323.778

86.277

.000

Months of Music Lessons

000.017

1

000.017

00.000

.983

Months of Drama Lessons

016.594

1

016.594

00.431

.516

Current Music Lessons

126.321

1

126.321

03.279

.079

Current Drama Lessons

000.870

1

000.870

00.023

.881

Main Effects

063.358

3

021.119

00.548

.653

Group

045.246

2

022.623

00.587

.561

Gender

009.867

1

009.867

00.256

.616

2-Way Interactions

040.786

2

020.393

00.529

.594

Group Gender

040.786

2

020.393

00.529

.594

Explained

3,495.369

10

349.537

09.073

.000

Residual

1,309.831

34

038.524

Total

4,805 .200

44

109.209

and Gender

~
.......,
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intervention group is not significantly related to post-test mean scores,
suggesting that there are no significant differences in aggregated scores between
subjects of different groups, leading us to reject the thesis hypothesis.
Because the dependent variable of spatial task performance involved
using five measures of spatial task performance, it was also useful to use a
multiple analysis of variance (MANOVA), since MANOVA can handle multipledependent-variable analysis of variance. Table 3 and Table 4 both show that the
groups in the study did not differ significantly in their post-test scores on the set
of spatial tasks, whether subjected to a multivariate analysis (the five spatial task
measures considered together), or a univariate analysis (the five spatial task
measures considered independent of one another).

Summary
In sum, the data analyses revealed that no significant pre- to postintervention differences were obtained among the treatment groups and the
control group, as measured by performance on the spatial tasks. This conclusion
leads to rejection of the hypothesis.
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Table 3
Multiple Analysis of Variance: Significance of Differences In Five Spatial Task Performance Post-test
Means by Treatment Group. Considered As A Set (MuHivariate)

Test Name Value

Approx. E

Hypoth. DE Error DE

Sig. of E

Pillais

.17318

.58776

10.00

62.00

.818

Hotellings

.19026

.551n

10.00

58.00

.846

Wilks

.83406

.56980

10.00

60.00

.832

Roys

.10251

~
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Table 4
Multiple Analysis of Variance: Significance of Differences in Five Spatial Task Performance Post-test
Means by Treatment Group. Considered Separately (Univariate)

Variable

Hypoth. SS

Error SS

Hypoth. MS

Error MS

F

POTC

14.79261

385.84605

7.39630

11.34841

0.65175

.528

POMP

04.80339

148.43597

2.40170

4.36576

0.55012

.582

POMV

06.13255

144.831 07

3.06628

4.25974

0.71983

.494

POWB

00.93016

312.67318

0.46508

9.19627

0.05057

.951

POWO

07.65741

125.48320

3.82870

3.69068

1.03740

.365

Sig. ofF

~ POTC =Post-test score on Test of Visual Perceptual Skills, Visual Closure Task. POMP= Post-test score on Matrix Analogies
Test, Pattern Completion Task. POMV =Post-test score on Matrix Analogies Test, Spatial Visualization Task. POWB =Post-test score
on WISC-111 Block Design Task. POWO =Post-test score on WISC-111 Object Assembly Task.
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Conclusions and Limitations of the Study
The study was designed to investigate whether elementary school
students who received vocal music training would perform significantly better on
spatial tasks than students in an attention placebo group who received dramatic
arts training, and those in a control group who received no performing arts
training. Findings show that no significant difference did exist between groups. If
these results were generalizable, one might interpret this finding as meaning that
music training, in general, does not lead to enhanced spatial task performance in

J

r

children.
Because these findings are inconsistent with recent, similar research done
with preschool children (Rauscher et al., 1994), it is especially important to
understand the limitations of the study that might have led to these differences,
and to formulate a more accurate concluding statement. This critique assumes
that, despite the limitations of the Rauscher et al. 1994 study, as described in
Chapter 2, the results of that study are valid.
There are some important differences between the Rauscher et al. 1994
study and this thesis study. These include the length of intervention, the age of
subjects, the intensity of the intervention, the fact that the primary researcher
both offered the intervention classes and administered some of the pre- and posttesting, and the use of vocal music exclusively in the music training component of
intervention.
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The intervention period in this study was two months. In the Rauscher et
al. 1994 study, the intervention was eight months. It is possible that in this study
the effects of music training had not yet emerged on the output measure (spatial
task performance), and, had the intervention been longer, a significant difference
between groups might have been found . A longer intervention was originally
intended, but the researcher's schedule limitations and the ethical requirements
involved in offering a music and drama class to waitlisted subjects required that
the intervention period be reduced to two months.
The length of the intervention was especially significant given that this
thesis research was undertaken with third through fifth grade students.
Preschoolers were used in the Rauscher et al 1994 study. Because the brains of
the preschoolers were developing so quickly, the effects of music training on their
spatial ability might have had an especially profound effect. With third through
fifth graders, whose brains are still maturing, although at a slower rate than
preschoolers, it might be necessary to use a longer intervention to find whether
spatial abilities have been affected. Third through fifth graders were specifically
chosen for this study, since Rauscher et al. stated in their 1994 study that further
research should include music training with older children.
This study used one hour weekly of vocal music training as the music
intervention. The Rauscher et al. 1994 study offered keyboard lessons weekly
for 1en to fifteen minutes, and vocal music was offered for 30 minutes daily. Each
child in this thesis study thus received a total of 60 minutes weekly of music
training for two months, whereas the Rauscher et al. subjects each received up
to two hours and forty-five minutes of music training weekly, over eight months, a
much greater intensity of intervention.
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The choice of using vocal music as the music intervention was dictated by
the impossibility of offering keyboard lessons to every participant, due to a lack of
personnel and equipment. Depending on the teaching methods employed,
keyboard training, which involves constant visual-spatial and visual-motor
awareness, could be seen as offering a much greater exposure to tasks that
would lead to improved spatial ability, as compared with vocal music training.
Vocal music training could also involve visual-spatial awareness, especially as
related to sight-singing, although would perhaps not offer as much direct visualspatial experience as keyboard training .
However, the Rauscher et al. 1994 study does not hypothesize that direct
training in comparable tasks is what leads to improvement in spatial task
performance. Instead, the researchers argue that practice in the concept of
forming a mental representation leading to eventual realization is what leads to
spatial task performance improvement; cortical firing pattern development is
assumed to be facilitated by music lessons. If their theory is correct, the
difference between keyboard and vocal music lessons would seem to be minor,
since both types of music training require forming a mental representation that is
eventually realized.
Another way to frame the limitations of this study in the context of the
theory used in the Rauscher et al. 1994 study, would be to say that not enough
practice in forming a mental representation that was eventually realized was
offered to lead to a significant enough change in cortical firing patterns, that
would result in a measurable change in spatial task performance.
A final limitation of the study, and one that had an unknown effect on
results, should be noted. The author of this study administered most of the pre-
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and post-tests to participants, with the assistance of other qualified school
psychologist interns. At the time of pre-testing, the author was equally well
known to all of the study participants, as the person who would be running the
study and offering the classes. At the time of post-testing, the author was betterknown to the participants in the music and drama groups, as the teacher of their
eight-week classes.
The extent to which the familiarity with the author might have affected
music and drama group subjects' performances on post-testing is not known.
Since the classes were over, and the presumed anxiety that accompanied the
pre-testing experience with a "stranger" was past, it is possible that familiarity

[

might have decreased motivation to perform on the tasks (although at the close

i

of post-testing, a motivating, specially inscribed pencil was given to all

I

hand, the familiarity with the author might also have increased motivation to

I

perform, as students desired to please their class instructor. Both conditions may

I
I
l

participants who completed their classes and the post-testing). On the other

have been present, but, in any case, this was one variable for which there was no
control in this study, and which constituted a limitation.
With the understanding of the limitations of this study, a revised
concluding statement might be: Two months of vocal music training did not lead
to measurably enhanced spatial task performance in third, fourth, and fifth
graders.
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Recommendations for Further Research
The recommendations for further research are driven by the limitations of
the study, described above, and the strength of this research design, as
compared with other, earlier studies whose designs were reviewed in Chapter 2.
In designing a similar study, an intervention period of at least eight months
should be used, although the pragmatic aspects of ensuring that the waitlisted
subjects not take music lessons during the intervention period could be
problematic. For older students, eight months might not be sufficient, suggesting
that a ten-month, school-year length intervention might be appropriate.
The intervention should include daily music lessons, with both keyboard
and vocal music training components. Additional, identical studies should be
done concurrently, using either keyboard or vocal music training, to help
distinguish between the effects of each.
A balance between boys and girls should be included in future studies, so
that gender differences in performance could be realistically assessed.
Incentives should be offered to ensure that subjects complete the study.
Different kinds of attention placebo control groups should be used.
Activities should be chosen that seem to rely little on spatial abilities and/or the
ability to form a mental representation that is eventually realized.
During pre-testing and post-testing, one researcher should administer all
of one test or subtest, and this person should be different from the person(s) who
provide the music training or lead the attention placebo control group activity.
Further studies should include three groups, each with an adequate
number of subjects: an intervention group, an attention placebo control group,
and a no-intervention (waitlisted) control group, structured like this study. The
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study should include a battery of tasks that measure spatial ability, taken from
tests with good standardization, as was the battery selected for use in this study.
The music intervention and attention placebo control group intervention
should be fully operationalized, with content and method of teaching, so that
subsequent researchers could replicate the intervention. Finally, participation in
outside music lessons must be factored in as an external variable, as was done
statistically in this study.
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